N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor 1 changes in the piglet braintem after nicotine and/or intermittent hypercapnic-hypoxia.
Prone sleeping and cigarette smoke exposure are two major risk factors for the sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS). Utilizing piglet models of early postnatal nicotine and/or intermittent hypercapnic-hypoxia (IHH) exposure, we tested the hypothesis that these exposures, separately or combined, increase N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor 1 (NR1) expression in the brainstem medulla. We also tested for gender-specific effects. Three piglet exposure groups were compared against 14 controls; 1, nicotine [n = 14], 2, IHH [n = 10], and 3, nicotine+IHH [n = 14], with equal gender proportions in each group. Non-radioactive in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry were performed for NR1 mRNA and protein expression, respectively, and were quantified in seven nuclei of the brainstem medulla. NR1 mRNA was significantly increased in the gracile and inferior olivary nucleus (ION) after nicotine exposure, in five of seven nuclei after IHH exposure, and in three of seven nuclei after nicotine+IHH. The increased mRNA changes were accompanied by increased protein only in the ION after IHH and nicotine+IHH (P = 0.019, and P = 0.008 respectively). By gender, control females had greater NR1 mRNA than males in the dorsal motor nucleus of vagus (P = 0.05) and for protein in the ION (P = 0.02). This gender difference was maintained after nicotine exposure in the ION with additional gender differences observed including greater mRNA in the cuneate nucleus (P = 0.04) and nucleus of the spinal trigeminal tract (P = 0.03) of males compared with females. Overall, more changes occurred at the mRNA level than protein, and IHH exposure induced more changes than nicotine or nicotine+IHH exposures. Together, these findings suggest that hypercapnic-hypoxic exposures (modeling prone sleeping or sleep apnea) are more likely to induce NMDA receptor changes in the developing brainstem than nicotine exposure alone.